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Lean Maintenance Strategy: Course Leader Dennis McCarthy.  
 
Learn how to develop a practical proactive maintenance strategy to support Lean manufacturing, TPM or Six Sigma 
improvement goals. Participants complete a 7 Step Lean Maintenance review of current practices and develop a 
Customised Maintenance improvement plan to progress towards a "zero breakdowns" maintenance culture and 
optimise asset performance.  24 CPD Points awarded with this course 
 
Below are 20 reasons why past delegates found the course worthwhile.  

 Reasons for attending the course  
1 How to reduce crash maintenance and operator errors. Continuous improvement.  
2 Create a continuous improvement mind-set  
3 Create an efficient multi – skilled team of engineers with a proactive mind-set to support all production cells.   
4 Assess /measure performance better  
5 Establish whether Facilities and Production require separate maintenance functions.  
6 Streamline the Computerised Maintenance Management System (MP2) within the business to aid engineers with the planning 

of day to day activities.   
7 Identifying essential spares leading onto control stock thus reducing downtime.  
8 Purpose of lean maintenance and how best to implement into a factory  
9 Learn how to increase reliability of machines and optimise maintenance schedule   
10 Learn how best to utilise and improve current equipment  
11 Develop a metric oriented approach within the frontline maintenance team.  
12 Formulate an appropriate asset management strategy for our organisations’ highly bespoke facility.  
13 Implement a more effective maintenance regime  
14 Inspire my team to explore alternative solutions  
15 Raise awareness of achievements and use that to drive a desire within the team to improve further  
16 Get production “buy in” on equipment ownership. TPM  
17 Investigate a hard/software system for the measurement of maintenance activities.   
18 Reduce maintenance stock/storage.   
19 Reporting upwards, how to justify improvements, plan for the future.   
20 To help future training of staff, due to loss of skills & knowledge  

 
These are just a sample of delegate learning goals to illustrate the practical issues dealt with by the course content.  BOOK Now!.  
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